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Where we are

No superpartners at LHC

No thermal WIMP



Summary

Simple statistical arguments + weak-scale 
anthropic requirements explain lack of super 

partners

The ubiquity of moduli fields explains why 
the thermal WIMP miracle hasn’t materialized



A Prediction from 2012

The arguments relied on statistics of flux 
vacua and the string landscape

Mike Douglas

- String theory and low-energy supersymmetry (arXiv:1204.6626)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1204.6626


A Prediction from 1988

Steven Weinberg



The Setting

Douglas, 2004: Statistical analysis of the 
SUSY breaking scale, hep-th/0405279



d=4, N=1 effective supergravity, type IIb

Ensembles of Flux Vacua

Douglas and Denef, 2004: Distributions of Flux Vacua hep-th/0404116 

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404116
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Ensembles of Flux Vacua

Douglas and Denef, 2004: Distributions of Flux Vacua hep-th/0404116 

X: elliptically fibered CY 4-fold. F-theory compactification

Weil Petersson metric on complex structure moduli space

Can replace sum over flux quanta by integral

Useful to change variables using the fact that    a and its derivatives supply 
a Hodge  decomposition basis of  

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404116


Ensembles of Flux Vacua

Douglas and Denef, 2004: Distributions of Flux Vacua hep-th/0404116 

Finally left with density per unit volume in moduli space

Computed explicitly for simple compactifications: T6, conifold, mirror 
quintic. Based on results, general arguments for landscape were 

advanced

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404116


SUSY Breaking Vacua

)

distribution for SUSY breaking vacua decouples from the 
cosmological constant problem



CC Distribution

decouples



Distribution of Vacua

- more complicated regimes or multi-modulus compactifications?



Caveats

- enhancement of number of vacua near conifold points: should skew 
vacua, but still vast majority of vacua do not produce exponentially small 

scales

- multiple F and D terms will skew distribution to high scales

- partially supersymmetric sectors may skew the distribution to low scales

Douglas, hep-th/0405279



Summary

landscape favors high-scale SUSY breaking tempered 
by electroweak fine-tuning penalty



= ?

EWFT Penalty

Douglas, 2012

anthropics lies here

Question: can we quantify these ideas into 
what the LHC is seeing?



EWFT Penalty

This particular term needs to be treated with care

 ?



EWFT Penalty

 ?



Fine-tuning Penalty

Agrawal, Barr, Donoghue, Seckel (1998)



Minimization of MSSM Higgs potential

Radiative corrections from (s)particles with Yukawa/gauge coupling to Higgs

Donoghue Penalty



Donoghue Penalty



Scan Results

neutral (n=0), linear (n=1), quadratic (n=2) scan
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More Penalties?

- inflation and SUSY breaking scales  correlated in string theory

Kallosh/Linde (2004)

- can lower inflationary scale, and sequester 
Cicoli (2016) 

- still difficult to obtain TeV scale SUSY and be OK with density 
perturbations

- perhaps penalty biasing high-scale SUSY?



Moduli and Non-thermal Dark Matter



Summary

LHC data suggests we should revisit these old arguments

- is the democracy of F-terms suggested by Douglas/Denef  
generically correct?

- penalty from cosmological constant tuning decouples: is this 
generically true?

- how about alternatives to weak scale anthropic penalty?



Backup



Practical Naturalness



Predicted Spectrum



Ensembles of Flux Vacua

Douglas and Denef, 2004: Distributions of Flux Vacue hep-th/0404116 

- Type IIb string theory (Gukov Vafa Witten superpotential)
- Omega: holomorphic three form on CY
- G: sum of NS and RR three-form gauge field strengths

are the periods in some basis 

- flux quanta: start with a general F-theory compactification on 
an elliptically fibered CY 4-fold:

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404116


NUHM3



m0 Distribution

3rd Generation



mhalf Distribution



A0 distribution



Higgs Distribution



mA, tanb Distribution



Ensembles of Flux Vacua

Douglas and Denef, 2004: Distributions of Flux Vacua hep-th/0404116 

- Omega: holomorphic three form on CY
- G: sum of NS and RR three-form gauge field strengths

- an explicit statistical study with a single complex structure 
modulus

- Weil-Petersson metric on complex str. moduli space

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0404116

